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Section VI 

PROJECT III  FALL 2020 - COMMON MODULE BRIEF 

 

 

design charette 

DWELLING WITH EMPATHY 

 

empathy 

/ˈɛmpəθi/ 

 

noun 

noun: empathy 

early 20th century: from Greek empatheia (from em- ‘in’ + pathos ‘feeling’) translating German Einfühlung 

the ability and capacity to understand and share the feelings of another / the ability to inhabit the other’s perspective, 

transforming into objects, inhabiting other realities* 

 

speculating about a world and built environment in which the human subject is not on the centre… rethinking on the 

relations between people, things, animals, objects, earth and all materialities... exploring the possible meanings of empathy… 

revision of our preconceptions on comfort...  

 

 

Common Module activity in Section VI will contain a collaborative design charette followed by a 

colloquium with the participation of guests from outside the school. Design charette will be compiled 

under mixed groups, where students, representing each studio group, come together. Scope of the 

design charette is to investigate and examine possible future solutions to our existing set of living 

environments, by taking it beyond anthropocentric thinking. Since the title is addressing “dwelling 

with empathy”; it is expected to crush human-centric claims and emphasis on our world and built 

environments, provocatively. Such an inquiry would be inspiring both for coping with ecological 

challenges that emerged during the Anthropocene age (such as environmental pollution, climate 

change, pandemic and technology crisis, etc), and refreshing design approaches towards 

empowerment and creativity. Design charette aims to explore possible meanings of empathy, which 

would help us to rethink the relations among entire species and materialities of the biosphere such as 

human beings, animals, plants, organic and in-organic compounds and their cycles in the ecosystem. 

While exploring the meaning of “empathy” and bringing to life “dwelling with empathy”, design 

charette and its colloquiums will propose a revision on the planning and design debate over 

reconceptualizing our existence on the planet.  This revision is all about cracking our preconceptions 

on comfort which we have gained after the industrial age, and standardized as if they were the 

concrete constants of the post-industrial era. “Dwelling with empathy” idea in the design charette** 

should be considered not with negligence of human beings but with creation of a balance between 

them and the rest of the World. 

 

 

Required Research Themes and Sources before 03 December: 

_ 5th Istanbul Design Biennial, 15.10-15.11 2020 / under the title Empathy Revisited: Designs for 

more than one. 

(Please follow and participate to the Biennial as much as you can…) 
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_ References 

 

_ Braidotti, R. (2019). Posthuman Knowledge. Polity Press: Cambridge, UK. 

_ Braidotti, R. (2019). Lecture on “Posthuman Knowledge” in Harvard University, Graduate School 

of Design, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CewnVzOg5w 

_ Braidotti, R. (2019). Lecture on “Aspirations of a Posthumanist”, Tanner Lectures on Human 

Values in Yale University, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNIYOKfRQks 

_ Koole M. (2020). Review of “Rosi Braidotti (2019). Posthuman Knowledge: Cambridge, UK: Polity 

Press.” ISBN 9781509535255 (Hardcover). Postdigital Science and Education, 1–5. 

(Please try to find more resources about the concept of Posthumanism) 

 

_ Future Architecture Platform 

https://futurearchitectureplatform.org/tags/environment/ideas/  

 

_ Spatial Agency 

https://www.spatialagency.net/  

 

_ Dates:  

03 December 2020, Thursday.     16:00  Introduction of the Design Charette 

Weekend.                                      Group Studies 

07 December 2020, Monday.       Group Studies, 23:59 Final Submissions 

10 December 2020, Thursday.     Colloquium Day 1 

14 December 2020, Monday.       Colloquium Day 2 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

*quote from 5th Istanbul Design Biennial, Curator’s Text. 

** details of the work and the invited participants of the colloquium days will be announced at 03 December. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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